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Ortograph Floor Plan Survey System
OrthoGraph is a floor plan survey and creation system built up 
from a CAD app running on the iPad and a respective group of 
cloud services.

OrthoGraph is the most advanced AEC CAD App running on iPad.

Simplify your workflow
create digital plans on site
edit and correct your survey with a simple touch
make calculations on the spot
export and use your plans in CAD programs with the

professinal tool 
for Professionals.

Building survey
faster than ever
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MAKE MONEY
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Draw like you would do with a pencil on a 
paper. OrthoGraph recognizes it and creates a 
floor plan from your drawing. Add new rooms 
simply by drawing the new walls. Create your 
multi-story document assisted with your iPad.

Sketch & Tap

Enter distances or use your laser distance 
meter, the drawing updates instantly. Corners 
and their angles are reflecting the measure-
ments, doors, windows move to their proper 
position with measured sizes.

Measure

Document
Add objects, cameras with their properties, store 
images made with the camera of your iPad. All 
building documentation will be stored in one 
place, in our professional BIM model.

CAD compatibility
OrthoGraph writes DXF and IFC directly from the 
iPad containing every BIM information. The 
native CAD converters (like the ArchiCAD Import 
Module) provide even more. Get walls with doors 
and windows in them, 3D objects with measured 
properties in a multi-story building model.

Reports and calculations
Every important calculation is in your hand. Get 
painting area, make floor plans or 3D renders for 
selling or get the PDF room book directly on site.

Our User’s
favourite features:

Get it from
your partner
NOW:

Export your work
When you are ready with your work, export the 
files in one of the professional output file 
formats like IFC, DXF, JPG and use them further 
in ArchiCAD, AutoCAD or in Solibri Model viewer. 
You can also export your project as a PDF room 
book. It will list all your rooms and objects 
individually with their drawings, and if you wish, 
include camera renders too.

Cloud Storage
And last but not least use OrthoGraph Cloud to 
backup your work with versioning and use the 
also unexampled teamwork function that 
allows many people to work in the same floor 
plan.
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Advance
the level of your

professionalism
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